Effects of skeletal muscle anisotropy on human organ dosimetry under 60 Hz uniform magnetic field exposure.
The recent development of anatomically derived high-resolution voxel-based models of the human body suitable for electromagnetic modelling, and of effective methods for computing the associated induction, has resulted in numerical estimates of organ-specific dosimetry for human exposure to low-frequency magnetic fields. However, these estimates have used an isotropic conductivity model for all body components. More realistic estimates should account for the anisotropy of certain tissues, particularly skeletal muscle. In this work, high-resolution finite-difference computations of induced fields are used to estimate the effects of several extremal realizations of skeletal muscle anisotropy on field levels in various organs. It is shown that, under the present assumptions (anisotropy ratios up to 3.5:1), the resulting dosimetric values can vary by factors of between two or three for tissues other than muscle and up to 5.4 for muscle, despite the unchanged nature of the conductivity model used for all other body components.